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INTRODUCTION

So far here in
ritain 1992 has seen a continuation of economic slump and, improbably enough , an
election won by the Conservative Party whose greed
amd incompetence had caused the slump. Even Labour
couldn’t have done worse than this lot (not that
I’m asking anyone to vote, of course). Looking be
hind the parliamentary smokescreen we see a co:—
rupt ruling class who are no longer willing to in
vest, only to take profits out. The idea that
their future profits depend on investment now is
beyond them, This leaves us working for low wages
in companies with low productivity (compared to
West Germany, for example), or even not working at
all. This is likely to continue for the foreseeable future, The return of a Labour government
would mean some improvement in unemployment and
housing (by government investment in public hous
ing, for example) but wouldn’t change the second
rate nature of
ritish capitalism.
•ut so what?
The choice between living in a successful capital
ist society and living in an unsuccessful one is a
lousy one. We do all the work, anyway, why do it
on their terms? This only states the problem, of
course, it doesn’t solve it.
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This is the third edition of the Anarchist
Yearbook. Its purpose is to be an introduction to
anarchism in
ritain today. Because it is trying
to ;ive an overview of the movement, rather than
promote one of the differing viewpoints within the
movement, the intention is to let people speak for
themselves and to refrain from any comments on
them. For example, the entries in the lists of
publishers and magazines are written by the pub
lishers themselves. If you spot any omissions from
the lists, or have any suggestions for improving
the Yearbook, write to Phoenix Press at:PO ox 824, London, N1 9DL.
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ANARCHISM (BRIEFLY)

THE ECONOMIC LEAGUE

Anarchism is revolutionary anti-state socialism,
In practical terms, anarchists aim for the destruction of the power of the ruling class and of
all relationships based on domination and submiss
ion. This means taking over our industries and
communities and changing them to meet the needs of
all,
as well as the ecological needs of the
environment. Without this takeover we can struggle
within capitalism but never replace it.

The previous edition of the Yearbook included
ritain.
an article on the anarchist movement in
This had been published by the Economic League, a
bosses organisation which compiles a blacklist of
supposed subversives. Employers who subscribe to
the League can then vet potential or existing
employees.
The philosophy behind the League 18
threat
(to
use
their
that
a
subversive
terminology) exists and that the League is able to
identify that threat. Clearly the League has a
vested interest in the existence of such a threat
and an examination of what they said about the
anarchist movement highlights the obvious dangers
of this.
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Anarchism will be created by millions of
people, not a dictatorial elite (we are not Marx
ist Leninists) and all will have their part to
play in shaping it. Power will lie with the or
isations thrown up by and for the revolution, not
with the political parties who will try to domin
ate and destroy them.
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The League article gives lots of facts but
fails to explain their significance. Mentioning
the names of anarchist papers and quoting some of
the juicier bits does not reveal that the papers
have tiny circulations and correspondingly tiny
influence. Only Class War has a circulation over
10, 000 (which is small enough anyway) and hardly
any of the others come near even that. Nor is all
well in the world of anarchist publishing, even in
its own restricted terms. Black Flag, described as
a bi-monthly paper, hadn’t appeared for months
when t he League article was published and since
then has produced one issue (in a year). It now
seems to have disappeared for good. The publisher
Hooligan Press, one of whose booklets is quoted by
the League , don’t exist any more. It’s just that
some of their old stock is still available, The
international anarchist news letter mentioned by
the League folded after one issue because of lack
of interest. Hackney Heckler, the free paper given
out in Hackney, hasn’ t appeared in a year, And so
on. Our current insignificance is obvious both to
us and to any unbiased observer, I only wish we
were the threat the League pretends we are.
4

The new society will not be born through ab
stract ideas, but will come out of the realities
of struggle and the need for working class people
to unite. Such struggle doesn’t just involve re
sistance to ruling class power (strikes, mass pro
tests and other forms of direct action), but also
construction
the building of the new, locally
based federal organisations (examples of which go
f rom g ;rass - roots anti-poll tax
;roups to the
miners’
support ; ;roup6 of the 1984-85 strike),
plus the forging of solidarity and the willingness
to ;o further.
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There is no truce in the class war. The answer to ruling class power is continual and widening struggle-for social revolution and anarchism.
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The only important quantified fact
iven by
the League is that the Direct Action Movement has
a membership of about 400. If this is true, and
the League call their figure an ’’estimate” and do
not say how they arrived at it, then the employers
of Britain can rest easy in their beds. Class War
is "probably the biggest anarchist ;roup of all"
but how big,, and how the League arrive at their
conclusion, is not stated, Why not? No figures,
not even the vaguest, are ;lven for the memberships of the other two national organisations, the
Anarchist Communist Federation and the Anarchist
Workers Group. This is very sensible since these
two measure their members in dozens, not hundreds,
and this doesn't fit the misleading picture the
League wish to give.
i
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It is boring to list all the misleading in
formation and downright untruths put out by the
League. For a start, Class War did not organise
the Stop the City demonstrations. "The vast major
ity of present-day anarchists support militant an
imal liberation activity." Codswallop. The vast
majority of anarchists think animal rights are an
unimportant distraction from the class struggle.
"In its militancy and commitment to violence in
the name of revolutionary struggle, the ACF is
second only to Class War. "
To anyone who knows
the rather quiet Individuals in the ACF this is a
ludicrous nonsense, but subscribers to the Econ
omic League will not be aware of this. And so on.
4

Forty years ago it was easy for the League to
point to an apparent threat to Britain’s employ
ers. Despite the low level of support for Commun1st Party policies the Party controlled several
major unions at national level (not just the Elec
tricians. )
ut did this pose a threat to ritaln* s
employers? Bob Darke’s 1952 book The Communist
Technique in Britain certainly shows that Comm
unist control of unions was against the interest
of the union members with, for example,
union

funds being wasted on Communist causes which few
union members supported.
ut that doesn’t hurt the
employers. (In fact it weakens the unions and so
helps the employers. ) Today, with the collapse of
the Communist Party,
the Economic League are
forced
to
find
another
imaginary
threat
to
f Tighten
ritain's employers with.
Hence their
sensationalist, misleading and inaccurate article
on
ritain's anarchists.
laming dissidents for
the problems faced by the ruling class is an
attempt to divert attention from the Incompetence
of that class. The appalling state of
ritish
society, poverty, slums, unemployment, crime, all
in what ought to be a prosperous (in capitalist
terms) country, is the direct result of the inability of the rltish ruling class to run an advanced industrial economy. The existence of organ
isations like the Economic League is a symptom of
the incompetence of
rltish capitalists. And what
credence can be
Iven to an organisation whose
secret reports are openly published by those it
spies on? Any management unable to run its busi
ness without the dubious assistance of the Economic League couldn’t organise a piss-up in a
brewery.
<
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THE COMMUNIST TECHNIQUE IN BRITAIN

Bob Darke’s The Communist Technique in Britain is
an essential text of the
ritish working class.
Like so many others it is an attack on the Commun
ist Party by an ex-member. Unlike most of the
others it is written from a working class point of
view, not a middle-class one.
Darke shows the
Hackney branch of the CP as it was when he left it
in 1951 after 18 years membership. Hackney was the
most successful branch in the country with 900
members, 2 local councillors and , at one time or
another, control of most of the union offices in
the borough, On the face of it, a successful
anisation.
The
inside
story
shows
the
picture.
4

offices, but mostly on the willingness of the ord
inary Party members to be bullied and pushed
around by the higher ranking members. (See what
Darke has to say about the Party's Disciplinary
Committees. ) This willingness was in turn based
partly on the twin beliefs that the revolution was
just around the corner and that the CP embodied
the revolution. Both false, of course.
4

A selection of extracts from The Communist
Technique in Britain is being published by Pirate
Press under the title Poor Lenin, It's probably
ready by the time you read this. Most of the ex
tracts that follow are not included in Poor Lenin,
4
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The CP would be elected to the key posts in a
local office of a union despite the fact that most
union members were not Communists. The two reasons
for this were apathy and the erroneous belief that
the Communists fought for the workers. Having won
control the Communists would then sack all the
non-Communists working in the office and replace
them by Communists, pass Communist resolutions in
the name of the union branch, and spend union
funds on Communist causes. Darke
Ives one ex
ample when the CP called off a strike which had
full support
from the workers
because they
thought they could get the General Secretary of
the union to join the CP! All of this is clearly
against the interests of the working class,
class. The
immorality and futility of ’capturin
unions for
a cause the union members don't believe in is
equally obvious.
4
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Internally the CP was just as unpleasant,
Members of the Party had to devote their lives to
it,, whatever the personal cost. All their spare
time and money went to the Party and if their mar
riages broke up, too bad. The Party ran partly on
patronage, the CP could dispose of lots of union
6
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I was a good
Party member as the Party would see it. They received twentyfour hours’ service a day from me. Three hundred and sixtyfive days a year. For eighteen years I never took a holiday at
all, let alone with my wife. My spare time was the Party’s,
my home, my income, my happiness, and that of my family,
was placed in pawn to the Party. And if ever I grew impatient
with this, why the Revolution was around the corner,
wasn’t it ?

The democratic nature of the branch is written in the
scriptures. Theoretically all members of the Secretariat are
elected by the body of die branch once a year at an aggregate
meeting. They are subject, once more theoretically, to a
majority vote, to the approval of the rank and file, and must
be re-elected or rejected annually.
w
You cannot quarrel with that, can you? Then how does it
work in practice ?
Each year the existing Secretariat draws up its own panel
of names for the new Secretariat. It does this after it has
consulted with the London District Committee (which is the
co-ordinating authority of all branches in the London area).
The Secretariat is often so satisfied with its work during the
past year that it suggests that it should be re-elected en bloc.
Of course, the London District may not agree, in which case
7

changes will be made in the list.
The panel is then placed before the aggregate meeting and
comrades are invited to vote on it. They have absolute
freedom of choice. They may vote Yes or No. Of course No
would be a wasted vote, for there is no alternative to the
panel.
They are entitled to reject the suggested panel out of hand
and suggest an entirely new one. I say that they are at liberty
to do this - but I have never known of it being done. It
would indicate a lack of faith in the wisdom of the branch
and district leadership. It would smack of ‘fractionizing’, a
heresy punishable by expulsion. A panel of names set up in
opposition to the resigning Secretariat’s suggestions would
have no more hope than Sir Waldron Smithers would have of
sitting in the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet.
Basically then, the resigning Secretariat is re-elected every
year.

Generally a fanatic expects no reward other than the oppor
tunity to work hard for what he believes. But the Party is not
all fanatics. It is a Party of strong vested interests. Many topline Communists hold good jobs in the unions, salaries up to a
thousand a year, a house, sometimes a car. They hold these
jobs by virtue of the Party’s backing. And in return for these
jobs they will be dishonest, treacherous, amoral.
The Communist' Party had a new recruit in
twenty-five, the son of a glass-blower, and I was chairman of
the local branch of the National Unemployed Workers’
Movement; I had joined that organization without realizing
that it was Communist-controlled. I became a branch chair
man without realizing that I would never have got the posi
tion had not the Communists thought I would be easily
malleable and that I would eventually be recruited.
Because my brother John was a Communist (he left in
disgust long ago) I was half-way toward joining the Party.
When I agreed I was introduced to a local gathering of the
people Comrade Dutt had said were the only representatives
of the working-class.
It was a cell meeting, held in a bare attic, which one of the
comrades, had he been decadent enough, would have called
his home. I was probably the only working-class man among
them. The cell-leader was a man who hated the capitalist
8
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system so much that he refused to pay his debts and moved
when they became too heavy.
The rest of the members Had no regular work They had
no homes either, so far as I could judge, and if one had had
the time it would have been an amusing exercise to work out
who was living with whom. Most of them were unshaven,
most of them were dirty, and all of them talked. They talked
and talked.
But I was hot for the cause. I and my family had felt the
rough edge of capitalism. I hated it for its exploitation, its
bitter cruelty and its relentless persecution of the unfortunate.
In face of this hatred I did not stop to ask myself whether
this little society of caf6-revolutionaries had either the wit or
ability to change the face of the earth.
I mention this to contrast the present-day character of the
Hackney Communist Party. I have seen it grow from a
loose-gathering of two dozen intellectual wastrels into a
storm-troop of men and women drawn from all branches of
working-class life.

I suppose, in a way, I helped to change the character of the
Hackney Party. It is hard to believe that its members to-day
have any connexion with the long-haired men and shorthaired women, the corduroys and plus fours that made up the
Cell I joined.
On demonstrations the Party organized I resented these
people; they were a paradox in what was supposed to be a
spontaneous outburst of working-class indignation. They
seemed as unreal as I would be collecting fares in carpet
slippers and pyjamas. There was little or no activity Within
Hackney’s trade unions for the very simple reason that few
trade unionists then were Communists. We just talked.
Harry Pollitt is a shrewd psychologist and he was the first
among the Party’s leaders to urge that the Party should exist
on a broad front, that it should go all out to enrol electricians,
dockers, factory workers, housewives. The intellectuals
should be kept in cages for demonstration purposes.
After a few years the oddities who had initiated me dis
appeared. They had fire and they had fanaticism. Quite a few
died in Spain, up along the Jarama, perhaps a little surprised
to find what a political discussion over a coffee-cup could
bring them to.
The Party didn’t mind them dying in Spain. Some Com
munists had to go there and get shot, and it was best that they
should be the expendable ones.
9

The NIP C meetings are generally held in one of those dull,
green rooms at the Party’s headquarters in King Street, Covent
Garden. In a room where a portrait of Marx or a bust of Lenin
keeps a cold and watchful eye on the proceedings. There is no
laughter, no mutual good feeling, no real tolerant comrade
ship. Each man is watching for another’s weakness. It is on
the weakness of others that the Party comrade rises.
I remember that when I attended my first NIP C meeting I
felt that I had. wandered into an emotional desert. I was with
out a match for a cigarette,’ and when I began asking for a
light I got the same answer all alone^the line: ‘I don’t smoke,
comrade.’
I subsequently found that most of them didn’t drink either.
They were like elders of the kirk in conclave.
At the end of the meetings there was never the pleasant
half-an-hour’s chat over a pint you naturally expect from a
band, of working men. Each comrade left the building hur
riedly, walking away on his own with barely a good night.
We never left the building together but at irregularly spaced
intervals. We never looked over our shoulders. We never
stopped until we got on a bus.

The Party likes to be in strong control of the union’s
offices, but if it loses its grip on the rank and file it knows that
it can be voted down. The big Ford strike in 1^52 vtas an ex
ample. Party shop stewards whipped up feeling among non
Communists and got the strike they wanted, but after the
rank and file of the union had had time to think they voted
down the shop stewards and went back to work.
Communist discipline is not just a simple matter of alle
giance to the Party’s decisions and loyalty to its policy. It is
an inherent feature of a comrade’s personal and public lite
•It
It is an unquestioning reflex of his behaviour. After a period
of time as a Party member, a month, a year, two years accord
ing to the degree of his work, a Communist is expected to
become ‘self-disciplined’.
There’s a sad irony in that phrase. One might just as well
talk of a ventriloquist’s dummy as being self-disciplined. The
self-disciplined Communist is one who purges himself of all
genuine self-criticism, all honest and refreshing doubt, all
tolerance and independence of thought.
Let it be understood that he is ready enough to do this
when he joins the Party. This serious step is generally under
taken by a man who believes that the Party has some wonder10

ful answer to his or the world’s troubles, some magic
formula that explains everything and will solve everything.
This mystical feeling is encouraged among recruits. They are
reverently introduced to Marxist-Leninist theory, so tortuous
a philosophy that few Communists ever follow it beyond a
few catch-phrases and a few quotations from Lenin or Stalin.
If they are told that such-and-such an action is strictly within
the logic and dialectic of Marxism-Leninism they will follow
it blindly.
I’ve often witnessed a disciplinary committee telling an
offender that perfectly honest and decent statements made by
him are, in terms of Marxist thought, rank heresy, and I
have seen him accepting that interpretation because his faith in
the Marxism he does not understand is stronger than reason.
The central figure in this great wave of disciplinary action
was Peter Kerrigan, six feet of tough Scots-Irish, uncontamin
ated by the kindly emotion of bourgeois decadence. That man
lives the Party. He serves it with a singleness of mind that is
frightening.
Yet I believe, even if he does not, that what satisfies him
most is the feeling of power which his position gives him. He
deals with recalcitrant Party members with brutality and un
relenting determination.

On another occasion my wife said to me bitterly: ‘Other
men belong to political parties, but they’re not like you. They
make something out of their wives and families. Look at you;
you’re getting older every day and you’re never at home with
us, you never go out with us. You’ll regret it some day. All
you think of is the Party, nothing else count? with you, Bob;
not your family, not your home, not me.’
At the time I believe I took that as a compliment, thinking
it gave a true picture of a self-sacrificing Bolshevik hero.

11

ORGANISATIONS

There are three national groupings of anarchists
or libertarians in Britain, They have slightly
different views on things, see the list of Aims
and Principles or similar that each of them has in
their paper. The address given is that of the
group’s national secretary or similar.
4

4

ANARCHIST COMMUNIST FEDERATION
c/o 84 Whitechapel High Street
London
El 7QX
Publish the quarterly magazine ORGANISE and do a
short guide to themselves called MAKING PROGRESS.
4

4

CLASS WAR
PO ox 467
London
E8 3QX
(Membership secretary).
The paper is CLASS WAR
(every six weeks or so?) and their introduction to
themselves is THIS IS CLASS WAR.
Their book
UNFINISHED USINESS is published by AK Press.

which should be mentioned. Freedom Press Bookshop
ookare covered in the list of publishers. 121
•rixton, London SE24
shop is at 121 Railton Road,
(Tel 071 274 6655) and is open 1—5 Wednesday and
Thursday, 2—5 Friday, 1—5 Saturday and 3-5
Sunday. The 56a Infoshop is at 56 Crampton Street,
Elephant and Castle, London SE17 and is open Mon
day, Thursday and Friday from 3—7. "Alongside
the usual Anarchist publications, books, T shirts,
badges plus some unusual ones, we offer loads of
free stuff and information, and a reading rack of
International papers, plus tea if you ask us nice
ly.
The Infoshop is connected by computer to
E. C. N. and A. P. S. , two radical networks in Italy
and Holland, We put out a regular News Bulletin,
distributed in the UK by the Anarchist Distribution Service and by us, elsewhere. ••
4

London Greenpeace can be written to at 5 Caledonian Road, Kings Cross, London N1 9DX and their
phone number is 071 837 7557. They are a anarchist
ecological collective, two of whose members are
being sued by MacDonalds. They have a Fayre in
Central London every autumn and are no relation to
Greenpeace UK.
Another
annual
event
held in
Central London in the autumn is the Anarchist ook
Fair. Write for details to the New Anarchist Review (see the MAGAZINES listing).
4

DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT
PO ox 29
SW PDO
Manchester
M15 5HN
Their monthly paper is DIRECT ACTION and the
pamphlet WINNING THE CLASS WAR — An AnarchoSyndicalist Strategy 6ets out their ideas.
In addition to the national
various organisations, plus all the magazines and
publishers listed elsewhere in the Yearbook. The
Anarchist Black Cross are also described elsewhere
in the Yearbook. There are several shops in London
12
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Moving outside the anarchist
Anti-Nuclear Network, a direct action r
address is c/o 265 Seven Sisters Road, Finsbury
Park, London N4 2DE. Another direct action ;roup
is Anti-Fascist Action whose address
1734, London WC1N 3XX.
4

4

Finally there is the Anarchist Distribution Ser
vice. This sends out free material to class stru
groups around the country once a month or so.
Send them a hundred copies of the leaflet you want
Class
sent out, plus a fiver for
13

struggle stuff only.
Sheffield, SI 1NY

Their address is PO Box 446,

If you know of any additions to the above,
write to Phoenix Press.

please

ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS

lack Cross aims at practical solidThe Anarchist
We support anarchist and
arity with prisoners,
revolutionary prisoners and those Incarcerated for
their political actions or beliefs. We support
people framed up by the police. We support prisoners organising and resisting on the inside. We
welcome contact from prisoners, their relatives
and anyone interested in getting involved in our
WOrk.
wc
We
actively ouyjyw*
supportv people with letters
contact,,
pickets and publicity.
material aid,'
Ultimately we work for a class-based movement that
will destroy prisons along with capitalism, in a
revolution to create a real classless society,
together
without
exploitation,
People
working
hatred or terror , for a world community based on
co-operation.
4
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This is a list of ABC groups around the country,
An introductory leaflet to the ABC is available
from the London address.
190 Alum Rock Road,
ox 3,
BIRMINGHAM ABC c/o
irmingham 8
Saltley,
BOLTON ABC PO Jox 47, Bolton BL2 1QA
31 Manor Row,
BRADFORD ABC c/o 1 in 12 Club,
Bradford DI
ishop' s
ESSEX ABC c/o Neil, Dept N, PO ox 1327,
Stortford, Herts.
LAEMINGTON SPA ABC Box 1, 22 High Street, Leamington Spa CV31
LEEDS ABC ox JAG, 52 Call Lane, Leeds LSI
121 Rai It on Road,
ookshop,
LONDON ABC c/o 121
Brixton, London SE24
MANCHESTER ABC, Box 8, 1 Newton Street,.Manchester
Ml
NORWICH ABC PO Box 73, Norwich NR1 2EB
OXFORD ABC ox ZZ, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford
PRESTON ABC PO Box 172, Preston, Lancs,
SHEFFIELD ABC, Black Star, PO 1 ox 446, Sheffield,
SI 1NY
15

SOUTH WALES ABC PO Box 368,
SCOTLAND
EDINBURGH ABC c/o
burgh, EH15 1UG

Cardiff,

Shrinking,

IRELAND
DERRY ABC c/o Organise,

PO

CF2 1SQ

ox

Derry,

610,

LIST OF PUBLISHERS

Edin-

6PD

The
entries
are
written
by
the
publishers
themselves. If you have difficulty in getting any
titles you're interested in from local shops then
try ;oing direct to the publisher in question or
write to AK PRESS, details in the section on NEW
TITLES and also below.

ACE EDITIONS
c/o 84b Whitechapel
LONDON El 7QX
Anarchist Communist Editions are published by the
Anarchist Communist Federation. Each pamphlet dis
cusses
and
extends
anarchist-communist
ideas,
using accessible yet in-depth argument and anal
ysis. All this and good value too! Present titles
are: Anarchism — As We See It; Making Progress;
Manifesto
of
Libertarian
Communism;
Myth
of
Labour’s Socialism; The Role of the Revolutionary
Organisation.

AK PRESS
3 almoral Place
STIRLING
FK8 2RD
Tel 031 667 1507
AK Press publishes books. And pamphlets. On a wide
variety of anarchist,
situationist,
libertarian
and related themes.
Everythin
from poetry to
parapolitics. Other active service units of the AK
empire include AK Distribution (to the trade) and
AK Press mail order for individuals, with around
4,000 titles. Recent titles have included new work
by Class War, Noam Chomsky,
and James Kelman.
Please do send for the latest catalogues.
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APORIA PRESS
308 Camberwell New Road
London
SE5 ORW
Tel 071 274 9009
17th century
Aporia publishes the series of
"Tracts & Rants”, the bedrock of most libertarian
Works
by
political
t hought.
progressive
and
Winstanley, Coppe, the Diggers and more extreme
contemporary
complemented
by
sectarians
are
All
anarchic essays by John Moore and others,
titles distributed by Counter-Productions , P0 Box
556, London SE5 ORL (send SAE for free descriptive
mail-order catalogue of home-grown and imported
publications).
ASP
BCM 3714
LONDON
WC1N 3XX
No Information received.

ism in Socialist Evolution; Reclus' Anarchy by an
Anarchist, On Vegetarianism, The Great Kinship. x
More titles welcome. We do photocopying and sell
computer software and hardware (ST/Amiga/PC/QL. )

B.M. CLAUDIA
LONDON
WC1N 3XX
Latest title is The Rebel's New Clothes, an indiv
idual critique of Marxism, Anarchism, the politic
ally correct and pompous 'revolutionaries'. Avail
able direct from Claudia for £2.50 (includes p&p).
The two previous titles, I, Claudia, and" Love Lies
Bleeding, are out of print. Correspondence welcorned.
CLYDESIDE PRESS LTD.
37 High Street
Glasgow Cross
GLASGOW
G1 1LX
No information received.

ATTACK INTERNATIONAL
BM 6577
LONDON
WC1N 3XX
A small revolutionary propaganda ;roup. Aims to
spread ideas and information that help support and
develop struggle by the working class against
capitalism and the state. Wants to undermine the
lies and Illusions of capitalism and show that
revolutionary change is not only possible, but
both necessary and desirable.
4

4

C.G. H. SERVICES
Cwm Owen Hall
Pencader, Dyfed
Cymru SA39 9HA
Tel 0559 384574
Besides
lack Chip, C. G. H. Services publish libpamphlets.
Currently
vegetarian
ertarian
and
available: Anti-Mass; Kropotkin's Place of Anarch

DERRICK A. PIKE
1 Market Place
GLASTONBURY
BA6 9HD
Tel 045 83164
Self publisher. Subjects anarchism and pacifism.
titles in print.
ELEPHANT EDITIONS
BM Elephant
LONDON
WC1N 3XX
New stuff on the way,

promise.

EXITSTENCIL PRESS
P0 Box 279
LONDON N22

19
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until it became part of Crass Records in 1977.
Although little has been published in the last few
years, Exitstencil Press retains its spirit and
facility as a publisher and will continue to do
so.
FREEDOM PRESS
84b Whitechapel High Street
LONDON
El 7QX
Tel 071 247 9249
Founded 1886. Anarchist classics and new anarchist
works at affordable prices. Distributor for other
anarchist
publishers
ookshop open 10 till 6 Monday to Friday, 10 till
5 Saturday. Write or call for list of over 400
anarchist books and pamphlets, mostly post-free in
UK.
t

LIBERTARIAN EDUCATION
See the Lib ED entry in the magazines list.

write and
ask for details.

PIRATE PRESS
P0 ox 446
SHEFFIELD
SI 1NY
Recently
Produces anarchist pamphlets cheaply,
of
the
published
the
centenary
celebration
"Sheffield Anarchist’’. Now publishing about 3 new
titles a year, mixture of class struggle serious
stuff and more situationist, but we print whatever
takes our fancy.

PRESS

Box R
F; 4b Whitechapel High Street
LONDON
El 7QX
Anarchism, situationism. 9 titles in print.
SOLIDARITY
c/o 123 Lathom Road
LONDON
E6 2EA
The most important libertarian publisher of the
60s and 70s,
Solidarity Publications is the
Imprint of a series of pamphlets and books on
diverse political issues which now numbers more
than sixty titles (and which have been variously
trranslated into over fifteen foreign languages).
Many titles remain in print.
(See also listin
under magazines).

BM MAKHNO
London
WC1N 3XX
No information received.

NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
Box 14
136 Kingsland High Street
LONDON E8
No Information received.

4

PHOENIX PRESS
P0 ox 824
LONDON
N1 9DL
ored with unrealistic talk about the revolution
happening next week? Phoenix is. What we need is a
new (and realistic) manifesto.
Existing titles
Include
Valerie Solanas’ ’’Scum Manifesto” and
works by Fredy Perlman. You can help Phoenix bring

20

SPECTACULAR TIMES
Box 99
84b Whitechapel High Street
LONDON
El 7QX
Pocketbooks of populist situationism. Small, cheap
14 will eventually be
and very popular.
All
brought back into print.

21

UNPOPULAR OOKS
Box 15
136 Kingsland High Street
LONDON E6 2NS
Purveyors of proletarian literature since 1983.
Cute communist classics that combine careful and
concise characterisations of the consequences of
community construction and conveyance with willful
workers
wreaking
rageful
remonstrance
against
baleful bosses In Britain and beyond, and shaking
shamans smashing the shibboleths of lying leftists
and renegade rightwingers worldwide.

LIST OF MAGAZINES

The following descriptions are written by the
magazines themselves.
Where no Information has
been sent, this Is recorded. If we think that a
magazine no longer exists we don’t just put "no
information received”, we delete the entry.

4

year minus one press
PO ox 71
Hastings
E Sussex
Publishes occasional pamphlets, leaflets, posters
etc including ’a day in the life of the car — 24
damning facts’. Correspondence welcome.
4

4

BAD ATTITUDE
121 Railton Road
Brixton
London SE24 OLR
9057
ad Attitude. Got It? e positive about negativity
;irlz! From some of the people who brought you
Shocking Pink and Feminaxe,I here is the only radically national womens newspaper about to lash
back at the backlash. First one out In December.
1monthly. Subscription £5 <£10 boys). The unacceptable face of feminism.
4

LACK CHIP
C. G. H. Services
Cwm Gwen Hall
Pencader, Dyfed
Cymru, SA39 9HA
Tel 0559 384574
Occasional critical journal
Issue #3 due out by the 1992
future Issues very welcome,
stance/llne. Copies £1.50 each
CLASS WAR
PO ox 772
rlstol
BS99 1EG
No Information received.

22
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of new technology.
bookfair. Input for
No set ideological
for Issues 1, 2, 3.

COUNTER INFORMATION
Pi ;eon Hole CI
c/o 11 Forth Street
Edinburgh EH1
Counter Information is a free quarterly news-sheet
reporting on struggles worldwide. Produced by an
independent collective, 01*8 alm is to assist in
the strug ;le against all injustice, oppression and
exploitation. Send an SAE for our latest issue, £6
for collected back Issues 1-33.
<

DIRECT ACTION
P0 ox 574
Brockley
London
SE4 1DL
Tel 081 469 0303
No information received.
ECHANGES ET MOUVEMENT
BM ox 91
London
VCIN 3XX
groups exchangin
A network of comrades and
informations and discussions on class struggle,
trying
to
escape
the
traditional
sectarian
opposition of ready-made theories, learning from
class actions against capital. Quarterly bulletin
in English and French, and pamphlets. Presentation
text and publications from above address or from
BP 241, 75866 Paris, Cedex 18.
4

4

nor Wildcat, but revolutionary libertarian social
ism. Interviews, commentary, articles, reviews and
letters. Contributions always welcome. Written by
and for activists. Quarterly-ish, A4, 75p.

FREEDOM
(in Angel Alley)
84b Whitechapel
London El 7QX
Tel 071 247 9249
Fortnightly,
8
rates, send for
world news from
movement news,
anarchist ideas.
4

pages A3, 50p.
For subscription
a free specimen copy. Comments on
an anarchist viewpoint. Anarchist
Expositions and discussions of
Reviews.
4

GREEN ANARCHIST
Box 22
34 Cowley Road
Oxford
0X4 1HZ
Now a quarterly pro-primitivist/autonomist, anti
hierarchy, anti-industrial, anti-mass/clvilisation
publication in an international network of anarch
ist, animal liberation and Earth First! groups. 10
issue subscription for £9.50 via Autonomy, P0 ox
29, Lancaster LA2 9RR. Wide range of pamphlets via
AVA, c/o 1518 London Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15
3JY.

56a INFOSHOP ULLETIN
See the entry under ORGANISATIONS

THE HEAVY STUFF
P0 ox 1QF
Newcastle
NE99 1QF
See entry under CLASS WAR.

FLUX
Box A,
180 Mansfield Road
Nottingham
prey areas and theory grounded in ex
Questions,
perience are our main focus, wit h non-sectarlan
dogma-busting as a sideline. Neither Marxism Today

HERE AND NOW
P0 ox 109
Leeds
LS5 3AA
No information received.
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INSIDE INFORMATION
Pigeon Hole CI
11 Forth Street
Edinburgh EH1
No Information received.

PINK RICK
121 Railton Road
London SE24
No information received.

Lib ED
170 Welle Road
ristol
BS4 2AG
Since the mid-sixties, Libertarian Education has
freedom in education by
been actively promotin
publishing books , pamphlets and magazines and orgmeetlngs, conferences and other events.
anisin
For full information and a free copy of Lib ED
magazine,
send a large (A4> stamped, addressed

THE RAVEN
(in Angel Alley)
84b Whitechapel High Street
London
El 7QX
Tel 071 247 9249
A5, £2.50, post free. DisQuarterly, 96
coursive and factual articles 2,000 to 12,000
words. Issues are assembled on particular topics
(Revolution;
Education;
Communication;
Voting;
Health;
Anarchism
in
Eastern
Europe).
Con
tributions Invited.

-

NEW ANARCHIST REVIEW
c/o 84b Whitechapel High Street
London
El 7QX
Review of anarchist titles currently available in
the UK. Available free from alternative bookshops
or by subscription (£2 UK, £3.50 overseas). Three
The publishers also
or
four
issues a year.
organise the Anarchist Bookfair every year in
London. Details to be found in issues of the NAR.
ORGANISE!
Anarchist Communist Federation
c/o 84b Whitechapel High Street
London
El 7QX
50p. Every three months. ORGANISE! is the national
magazine of the Anarchist Communist Federation. It
is a quarterly theoretical and discussion magazine
which is published in order to develop anarchist
communist ideas. As well a6 discussing contemp
orary issues, it initiates debate on areas not
normally covered by agitational journals.
-u

SOCIALISM FROM ELOW
BM ox 6548
London
WC1N 3XX
No Information received.

SOLIDARITY
c/o 123 Lathom Road
London
E6 2EA
Since 1961 the
Quarterly,
subscriptions £6.00.
leading UK forum for libertarian ideas. Lucidly
written, crisply presented and 100% ideology-free,
Solidarity stands for the kind of questioning
thinking encountered in the ideas of such writers
as Noam Chomsky, Murray Bookchin and Cornelius
Castoriadis. Required reading for anarchists and
libertarians alike.
♦

4

SPANNER
BM Spanner
London
WC1N 3XX
071 700 5316

27
26

A half-yearly journal focussin;
on the market's
role in contemporary society, it provides a forum
for those with differing views on how to liberate
ourselves from the tyranny of market forces. It
rejects both reformism and millenarian propagandism, favouring instead revolutionary gradualism as
the most practical alternative. £1.50 plus p&p.

also publish pamphlets including Ireland and Brit
ish Imperialism, which deals with the partition of.
Ireland, sectarianism, the civil rights movement 9
loyalism and republicanism (£1.50 inc postage).
4

4

SUBVERSION
Dept 10
1 Newton Street
Manchester
Ml 1HW
Subversion publishes a free qyarterly bulletin
with news and analysis of the class struggle. We
aim to write it in straightforward English! We
hold regular meetings in the Manchester area,
Membership is open to anyone agreeing with our
"What We Stand For" and general political line,
Write for a free copy of Subversion and our
pamphlets on Ireland and the Labour Party.
4

TAKING LIBERTIES
P0 ox 446
Sheffield
SI 1NY
No information received.

WILDCAT
M Cat
London
WC1N 3XX
No information received.

WORKERS SOLIDARITY
Workers Solidarity Movement
P0 ox 1528
Dublin 8
Ireland
75p, £5 subscription. Sample copy free. Quarterly
A4 20 page magazine packed with anarchist news,
views, analysis and reviews from Ireland. The WSM
29
t

NEW TITLES

It's difficult getting hold of libertarian liter
ritain. If there isn't a bookshop near
ature in
you that sells the sort of stuff listed below then
it's available by mail order from AK Press, 3
Balmoral Place, Stirling FK8 2RD. Add 10% for p&p,
minimum 50p. AK Press are about to issue their new
catalogue with about 4,000 titles in it, and will
send you a copy if you order anything from them,
They also sell all the magazines and books listed
in the Yearbook.
4

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN
Fredy Perlman
£4. 50
9 essays by one of the most important libertarian
writers and thinkers this side of the Second World
War. From the revolutionary upheavals of the late
60s to the ecological concerns of the 80s, Fredy
was there and always had something new, unusual
and important to say. It's not possible to ;lve a
quick account of his views because they changed
over the years,9 his later views sometimes contra
dict in ; his earlier ones. His Marxist view of
economics wa6 replaced by an anti-industrial per
spective and viciously accurate criticisms of
Marxist-Leninist parties. His death in 1985 is a
loss to liberarian thought as well as a personal
one to those who knew him. -■
4

THE SEIZURE OF STATE POWER
Michael Veil!
£4. 50
An odd title for a book brought out by a libertar
ian publisher. And a strangely familiar name for
an author. Could this be Fredy Perlman playing a
joke on Marxist-Lenlnists?

EING MUCH
HAVING LITTLE,
Lorraine Perlman
£4. 50
Biography of Fredy Perlman by his wife, The person
behind the writings. Essential reading f or anyone
who likes Fredy Perlman's books and a ;ood book in
its own ri
BEYOND SEXUALITY
Anslim
£4. 50
"A libertarian viewpoint on issues of ;ender politics. . .whatever society we are aiming at, <it)
cannot be created only by a re-arrangement of
economic machinery, but by a basic change in the
way that we treat each other." Considering the im
portance of sexual politics it's odd that so lit
tle libertarian writing is on the subject.
ECSTATIC INCISIONS
Freddie aer
£7. 95
Collages, radical and surreal, by the artist who
has typeset half of the US anarchist movement's
She even
publications
over the past
decade,
designed and typeset
4

4

AGAINST HIS-STORY, AGAINST LEVIATHAN
Fredy Perlman
£6. 95
The most astonishing history of world civilisation
ever written.
Civilisation is quite recent
in
terms of human history, a few thousand years old,
no more,
and
started with the evil
day when
peoples ceased to live in free tribes with some
slaves and others the slave-drivers.
becomin
Fredy surveys civilisation from an unusual point
of view, that of the free human bein
30

4

SOME RECENT ATTACKS-ESSAYS CULTURAL AND POLITICAL
James KeIman
£4. 50
which is a dozen essays by the Glaswegian writer
and radical on subjects including Harry McShane,
prisons, Glasgow, and racism among the English in
telligentsia
31
4

4

SABOTAGE IN THE AMERICAN WORKPLACE
various writers
£9. 95
Dozens of people tell their own stories of how
they sabotaged their workplace. Should give you an
idea or two.
CHRONICLES OF DISSENT
Noam Chomsky
£10. 95
Interviews with the famous critic of US foreign
policy (and leadin
linguistic philosopher) on
language, ideology, politics, Israel, terrorism,
intellectuals, the Gulf War. . .

WHAT IS ANARCHISM? - AN INTRODUCTION
various writers
£1. 95
Donald Rooum, author of the Wildcat cartoons, has
an introductory essay to this new Introduction to
anarchism. It’s still at the printers so I haven’t
seen a copy but it's about time we had a new
anarchist primer.
And that's about it for the 1993 Yearbook. Lots of
other new titles were published in 1992 but there
isn’t the space to include them. So seein g as the
Yearbook
is published
by Phoenix Press I'
I've
included all the Phoenix Press titles, plus a few
others. If you want to hear of all the new titles
that come out then make sure you ;et the New Anarchist Review, which carries the most comprehensive listing of new titles. The biggest cat alogue of titles available is the AK Press mail
order catalogue, going to press around about now
and undoubtedly available by the time you read
this (fingers crossed). Don’t forget the Anarchist
Book Fair, held every autumn in Central London,
details nearer the time from the New Anarchist Review.
4

4
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